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A. READING COMPREHENSION (4 p.)
Read the text and answer the questions.

KANGAROOS
The kangaroo is one of Australia's national symbols. There are more than
forty types of kangaroo in Australia. A kangaroo has two large back legs,
large feet, smaller front legs and a long tail. It has got a small head with
two large ears and sharp teeth. A large male can be as tall as 2 metres
and weigh almost 100kg. The kangaroo's body is ideal for jumping great
distances and it can run at speeds of up to 70km/h. It is a marsupial
animal, which means that it has a pouch on its belly to carry its young. A
baby kangaroo stays in its mum's pouch for up to seven months.
Different species of kangaroo have different diets but none of them eat
meat. They eat grass and other plants. Many of them rest in the shade all
day and only come out at night-time. Their predators include wild dogs
such as dingos and foxes, and large reptiles. Kangaroos are shy animals
and are usually not a threat to humans but sometimes hunters kill them
for sport or for their meat. In the right conditions kangaroos can live for
about four to six years.

1.
2.
3.
4.

How many kinds of kangaroo are there in Australia?
What kind of animal is the kangaroo?
How long does a baby kangaroo stay in its mother's pouch?
What do kangaroos eat?
(Express Publishing)

B. GRAMMAR – VOCABULARY (12 p.)
Exercise 1:
Circle the correct answer
1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

She would write to him if she
his address.
knew / had known / knows/ would know
If you
(come) to the party, you would have seen him.
Came/ has come/ had come/ come
I wish I
rich so that I could travel all around the world
were / had been/ have been/ am
He showed you the answers,
?
did he/ didn’t he/ were he/ was he
Does
know where Tony is?
someone/ anyone/ no one
They’ve been in France
a week
since/ for/ yet

Exercise 2:
Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense
1.

When Jack
(enter) the room, I
(recognize, not)
him because he
(lose) so much weight and
(grow) a beard. He looked totally different!

2.

As I
strange noise.

(watch) TV last night I

hear)

a

Exercise 3:
Use only one word to fill in the gaps.
1. My car broke down
the middle of nowhere.
2. He is
busy to talk to you right now.
3. Why is Peter sitting by
?
4. Do you
like going out tonight?
5. When John opened his birthday present he was e
!
6. I've got a backache.
You had
see a doctor.

Exercise 4:
Write do, go or play
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

baseball
billiards
judo
horse riding
squash
jogging

C. COMPOSITION (4 p.)
What do you usually do on Sundays?
Write a paragraph of 60 – 80 words.

